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26 An X-linked meiotic drive allele has strong, recessive fitness 

27 costs in female Drosophila pseudoobscura
28

29 Abstract

30 Selfish ‘meiotic drive’ alleles are transmitted to >50% of offspring, allowing them to 

31 rapidly invade populations even if they reduce the fitness of individuals carrying them. 

32 Theory predicts that drivers should either fix or go extinct, yet some drivers defy these 

33 predictions by persisting at low, stable frequencies for decades. One possible explanation 

34 for this discrepancy is that drivers are especially costly when homozygous, although 

35 empirical tests of this idea are rare and equivocal. Here, we measure the fitness of female 

36 Drosophila pseudoobscura carrying zero, one, or two copies of the X-linked driver Sex-

37 Ratio (SR). SR had strong negative effects on female fecundity offspring production and 

38 the probability of reproductive failure, and these effects were largely similar across four 

39 genetic backgrounds. SR was especially costly when homozygous. We used our fitness 

40 measurements to parameterise a population genetic model, and found that the female 

41 fitness costs observed here can explain the puzzlingly low allele frequency of SR in nature. 

42 We also use the model to show how spatial variation in female mating behaviour, fitness 

43 costs of SR, and the reduced siring success of SR males can jointly explain the North-

44 South cline in SR frequencies across North America.

45

46

47 Key words: selfish genetic elements, negative frequency dependence, fecundityoffspring 

48 production, polyandry, sperm competition
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50 Introduction

51

52 Selfish genetic elements (SGEs) are ubiquitous in living organisms and have major 

53 impacts on the evolution of sex and genetic systems (Hurst and Warren 2001; Burt and 

54 Trivers 2006). SGEs increase their transmission by subverting the usual patterns of 

55 Mendelian inheritance, ensuring that they are inherited by up to 100% of the progeny of 

56 heterozygous individuals, instead of the expected 50% (Dyson and Hurst 2004; Burt and 

57 Trivers 2006).  Sex chromosome meiotic drivers cause increased transmission of either 

58 the X or Y chromosome from individuals of the heterogametic sex, by inducing 

59 developmental failure in sperm that do not carry the driving chromosome resulting in sex 

60 ratio distortion (Jaenike 2001). This transmission advantage means that drive-bearing 

61 chromosomes should spread rapidly to fixation, potentially causing population extinction 

62 due to the lack of one sex (Price et al. 2010; Pinzone and Dyer 2013). However, meiotic 

63 drivers are often found at stable frequencies in natural populations (Dobzhansky 1958; 

64 Dyer 2012). 

65

66 The factors that maintain stable co-existence between driving and non-driving 

67 chromosomes have long been unclear (Lindholm et al. 2016). Any mechanism that 

68 imposes negative frequency-dependent selection on the driver will reduce the relative 

69 fitness of the drive allele as it spreads through the population. Eventually, selection against 

70 the driver may become strong enough to counteract its transmission advantage, leading to 

71 an evolutionarily stable polymorphism in which drive and non-drive alleles coexist 

72 (Holman et al. 2015). One common source of frequency-dependent selection is fitness 

73 costs experienced by individuals carrying two copies of the drive allele (e.g. Jaenike 1996, 

74 2001; Beckenbach 1996; Taylor and Jaenike 2002; Holman et al. 2015). If drive 

75 homozygotes suffer higher fitness costs than drive heterozygotes, the average fitness of 

76 drive-carrying individuals will decline as the driver increases in frequency, due to the 

77 increasing frequency of homozygotes. There is some evidence that drive alleles are indeed 

78 more costly to fitness in homozygous form. Many meiotic drivers are found in regions of 

79 the genome with little or no recombination (Jaenike 2001) and these regions are thought 

80 to accumulate deleterious mutations, many of which are likely to be recessive (Curtsinger 

81 and Feldman 1980). For example, the ‘t-haplotype’, a large, non-recombining meiotic 

82 drive element found in mice, is homozygous-lethal (Ardlie 1998), and some Drosophila 

83 drivers result in reduced homozygote fitness (Dyer et al. 2007; Brand et al. 2015). 
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84

85 Various aspects of the mating system have also been hypothesised to act as sources of 

86 negative frequency-dependent selection. Males carrying meiotic drive produce fewer 

87 sperm, and sometimes become sperm-limited more quickly than non-drive males (Price 

88 and Wedell 2008). Many meiotic drivers cause the sex ratio to become female-biased as 

89 they invade (due to being X-linked; see below), meaning that male fitness becomes 

90 increasingly dependent on being able to fertilise multiple partners. This produces negative 

91 frequency-dependent selection on drive, potentially halting its invasion (Jaenike 1996). A 

92 subtly different hypothesis involves sperm competition and polyandry. Drive males are 

93 often disadvantaged in sperm competition relative to non-drive males, due to producing 

94 fewer sperm, and possibly also to other fitness costs of the drive allele (Wilkinson and Fry 

95 2001; Price and Wedell 2008; Price et al. 2008a; Manser et al. 2011; Sutter et al. 2015). 

96 As a consequence, the average fitness of drive males declines as the average number of 

97 mates per female increases. 

98 Theoretical models have found that polyandry can stabilise allele frequencies and preserve 

99 polymorphism for drive, but only if there are high fitness costs to females homozygous 

100 for drive (Holman et al. 2015).  This model was based on the biology of sex-ratio 

101 (abbreviated SR), a meiotic driving X chromosome in the fruit fly Drosophila 

102 pseudoobscura. SR kills the Y chromosome-bearing sperm of male carriers during 

103 spermatogenesis (Policansky & and Ellison 1970; Jaenike 2001), resulting in all female 

104 broods. Flies that carry non-driving X chromosomes are referred to as “standard” (“ST”) 

105 flies. All else being equal, SR is predicted to outcompete ST due to its large transmission 

106 advantage, yet in reality SR has persisted at stable, intermediate frequencies in natural 

107 populations for many decades (Sturtevant and Dobzhansky 1936; Price et al. 2014). 

108 SR reduces the number of sperm male carriers produce, causing SR carriers to have 

109 reduced sperm competitive ability (Price et al. 2008a). Thus, the relative fitness of SR will 

110 be lower in populations in which most females mate multiply (Price et al. 2008b), and 

111 polyandry may be regarded as an adaptation that reduces the number of eggs fertilized by 

112 SR-carrying sperm, which incidentally reduces the risk of extinction due to a shortage of 

113 males (Price et al. 2010). Accordingly, SR exhibits a latitudinal cline in frequency across 

114 the USA, which correlates negatively with another cline in the frequency of polyandry 

115 (Price et al. 2014). Specifically, in northern populations, females have high re-mating 
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116 frequencies and SR frequency is low, whereas in southern populations the reverse is true 

117 (Price et al. 2014).

118 In contrast to males, the relative fitness of females carrying the SR distorter is relatively 

119 little-studied. The SR chromosome carries three inversions that greatly reduce 

120 recombination (Wallace 1948), and therefore SR may have accumulated more deleterious 

121 mutations than standard ST X chromosomes (Curtsinger and Feldman 1980). 

122 Additionally, SR is found at low frequencies (~1-30%; Sturtevant and Dobzhansky 1936; 

123 Dobzhansky 1958; Beckenbach 1996; Price et al. 2014), and hence has a low effective 

124 population size (Dobzhansky and Epling 1944). This reduces the efficacy of selection on 

125 competing driving X haplotypes, allowing more mutations to accumulate. SR may 

126 therefore impose fitness costs on female carriers, particularly those homozygous for SR. 

127 However, Beckenback (1996) only detected minor differences fitness costs in SR females 

128 in one of two examined D. psedoobscura populations, but concluded that this difference 

129 was insufficient to prevent SR from fixing. In general, while this hypothesis has previously 

130 been examined,  but no substantialconsistent substantial differences in fitness between SR 

131 and ST females were found (Powell 1997); however, the study had a low statistical power. 

132 Here, we quantify the fitness cost to females carrying SR, by comparing the fecundity 

133 number of offspring produced of females carrying 0, 1 or 2 copies of SR. The fitness of 

134 the three female genotypes are a crucial determinant of the evolutionary dynamics of the 

135 SR allele. In particular, if the costs of SR to females are at least partly recessive, such that 

136 SR homozygotes are less fit than heterozygotes, then SR is predicted to be maintained in 

137 a balanced polymorphism by frequency dependent selection (e.g. Wallace 1948; Lewontin 

138 and Dunn 1960; Curtsinger and Feldman; Beckenbach 1983, 1996; Holman et al. 2015). 

139 With this in mind, we also analysed a simple population genetic model of SR 

140 parameterised with our genotypic fitness values, and show that clinal variation in the 

141 frequency of polyandry can explain some but perhaps not all of the observed clinal 

142 variation in the frequency of SR. 

143  

144 Materials and methods

145

146 Origin and maintenance of the isofemale lines

147 To avoid the risk that our measure of relative fitness of SR is influenced by the fitness of 
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148 the ST X chromosomes it is compared against, or by epistatic interactions with the genetic 

149 background, we backcrossed SR into four distinct genotypes derived from two 

150 populations. Two isolines came from the Northern USA, where SR is absent, (Lewiston, 

151 Montana, 35°05′00” N, 111°44′10″ W). The other two isolines are from the Southern USA 

152 (Show Low, Arizona, 34◦15′N, 110◦0′W), where SR naturally occurs at high frequency 

153 (~20%), and where we obtained the SR chromosome examined in this study. The 

154 isofemale lines were established from individual wild-caught female Drosophila 

155 pseudoobscura caught between May-June 2008 (see Price et al. 2014). We propagated 

156 each isoline by inbreeding sibs for approximately 80 generations prior to beginning the 

157 present study. All stocks in this study were maintained in an incubator at 23°C, with a 

158 14:10 light:dark photocycle, in 25×75mm plastic Drosophila vials on a medium of rolled 

159 oats, brown sugar, dried yeast, agar, nipagin, proprionic acid and water (Shorrocks 1972). 

160 Due to repeated inbreeding, each isofemale line is expected to be homozygous at almost 

161 all loci, preserving a ‘snapshot’ of naturally-occurring genetic variation, since 

162 homozygosity prevents adaptation to the laboratory environment (David et al. 2005). 

163 Using introgressed isolines, and comparing inbred ST/ST, ST/SR and SR/SR females makes 

164 this experiment a very conservative test of the putative costs of SR, as in nature ST/ST 

165 females are unlikely to have two near-identical X chromosomes, as they do in the present 

166 experiment. 

167

168 Introgression of SR into the four isofemale lines

169 All the SR chromosomes used in this study are derived from a single male caught in Show 

170 Low at the same time as the isofemale lines were collected. We introgressed the SR X 

171 chromosome into each of our four isofemale lines for 9 generations,. Standard 

172 introgression techniques, crossing an XY male from one line to an XX female from 

173 another, produces heterozygote females. Unfortunately, heterozygous females in this case 

174 would be SR/ST, and which would risk us losing SR from the introgressed line. Hence we 

175 used a two stage introgression procedure (see Fig S1) to prevent ST X chromosomes 

176 entering the SR line. First, we crossed SR/SR females to an ST/Y male from the target 

177 isoline. This produced heterozygote females that were discarded, and SR/Y sons that 

178 carryied a mix of SR stock and target isoline autosomes. These sons were then crossed to 

179 SR/SR females to produce the next generation of partially introgressed SR/SR females. 

180 Over 9 generations of introgression, this is expected to result in resulting in a predicted  
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181 93% of autosomal DNA being derived from the isoline. Homozygous SR/SR females were 

182 confirmed by genotyping using PCR (methods and primers reported in Price et al. 2011). 

183 Our introgression technique also has the advantage that, as As males carry only one X 

184 chromosome and recombination is rare or absent in male Drosophila, and our crossing 

185 design for maintaining SR never uses offspring from heterozygous females were never 

186 used, recombination between SR and ST chromosomes does could not occur.

187

188 Mating assays and offspring counts

189 After introgression, we generated experimental females with 0, 1 or 2 SR X chromosomes 

190 from each of the four isolines, to measure their fecundityoffspring production. We 

191 collected experimental flies within 18 hours of eclosion, to ensure they were virgin. All 

192 flies were transferred without anesthesia to ensure normal copulation behaviour (Barron 

193 2000). A minimum of thirty females were mated for each of the three female genotypes, 

194 for each of the four introgressed lines, giving twelve treatment combinations in total.

195 We placed each virgin female in a new food vial with an ST/ST male from the same isoline. 

196 All males and females were 3-5 days old at the time of mating, at which age they are fully 

197 sexually mature (Beckenbach 1978), and the males were aged in individual vials, because 

198 male-male interactions prior to mating have been shown to affect mating behaviour and 

199 success in male Drosophila (Lize et al. 2012). We observed the pairs of flies for two hours, 

200 and pairs that failed to mate were discarded. After the 2-hour mating period, we removed 

201 the male from each vial, and transferred all successfully mated females to a fresh vial 

202 containing 10ml of medium. We allowed females to oviposit for 12 days in total, moving 

203 them onto fresh food every 3 days. This minimizes the potential effect of larval crowing 

204 on offspring viability as food was provided ad libitum.

205 To measure female fecundityoffspring production, we counted all offspring from each 

206 vial; fecundity offspring production in the first 12 days of life correlates strongly with 

207 lifetime fecundity number of offspring produced (Taylor et al. 2008). We allowed 7 days 

208 between the first adult eclosion and offspring count, to ensure that all offspring had 

209 eclosed. We counted the number of sons and daughters produced. It is worth noting that 

210 since we did not measure fecundity (number of eggs laid by females) or hatching success 

211 (fertility), but the number of emerging offspring, we are not able to quantify separate 

212 female fitness components (i.e. fecundity, fertility and viability). However, offspring 
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213 production is the most suitable measure of the combined fitness cost to females carrying 

214 SR as it captures the genetic contribution to subsequent generations and therefore the 

215 frequency of SR. To obtain a measure of body size, we removed the focal females’ wings 

216 and photographed them at 20× magnification under a Leica L2 microscope, then measured 

217 the posterior cross vein to the distal extreme of the fourth longitudinal vein from the 

218 resulting digital photograph using ImageJ (Gilchrist et al. 2001). All focal females were 

219 genotyped. DNA was extracted from each focal female, amplified using PCR and then 

220 screened for both SR and ST chromosomes. This procedure ensured that the SR 

221 chromosome had been successfully introgressed. All females whose SR genotype was not 

222 as expected (n=23 out of 463), were excluded from the data analysis.

223 Statistical Analysis 

224 All analyses were conducted using R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2013). Thirteen percent 

225 of females (58/440) failed to produce any offspring, so we elected to analyse the progeny 

226 count data with a Bayesian hurdle model. Hurdle models assume the data are generated 

227 by a two-step process: in our case, the model assumes that females reproduce with some 

228 probability (which is estimated from the data), and if they do reproduce, they produce a 

229 variable number of offspring which follows a negative binomial distribution. In the most 

230 complex model, we allowed both the hurdle and offspring count components to vary 

231 between genotypes (a fixed factor with 3 levels: ST/ST, SR/ST, and SR/SR), isolines (fixed 

232 factor, 4 levels), female ages (a covariate); the model also included the genotype-by-

233 isoline interaction, as well as experimental block as a random factor. In our main analyses, 

234 wWe did not fit body size as a covariate, because we regard body size as a mediator 

235 variable rather than something to be controlled for. That is (i.e. we hypothesise that 

236 genotype affects body size, and body size affects fecundity, and so “controlling for body 

237 size” masks part of the effect of genotype on offspring production). Also, we have no 

238 body size data for 102/440 females in the study, and so we would need to discard a quarter 

239 of thethose data to include would be discarded if body size were included in our models 

240 of female productivity. However, for completeness, we also consider a model that includes 

241 body size as a covariate (see Results). We compared competing models using posterior 

242 model probability (i.e. the probability that the focal model is the best one in the set, given 

243 the data and the prior), computed via bridge sampling. The hurdle model was implemented 

244 in the R package brms (Bürkner 2017), and we used conservative, ‘regularising’ priors to 

245 help prevent overfitting (McElreath 2016). Using the posterior model parameters, we 
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246 calculated the posterior estimates for each genotype and isoline mean for a female of 

247 average age, adjusting for block effects. We also calculated pairwise differences between 

248 the means for each genotype in order to calculate effect sizes and assess statistical 

249 significance (using a ‘Bayesian p-value’, defined as the probability that the true effect size 

250 is actually of the opposite sign to the reported effect size). All R code can be viewed at 

251 https://lukeholman.github.io/cost_of_SR_Dpseudo/.

252

253 Population genetic model

254 The effect of SR on female relative fitness is likely to be important to the evolutionary 

255 dynamics of SR in natural populations, and so we wrote a population genetic model that 

256 incorporated the estimates of relative fitness from our experiment. The model considers 

257 an infinite, panmictic population with non-overlapping generations. Meiosis proceeds 

258 normally in females and ST males, but SR males were assumed to pass on the SR 

259 chromosome to 96% of their offspring (as in Beckenbach 1996). Females mate with either 

260 one male or two, with probabilities (1 – p) and p respectively. We assume that ST/ST 

261 females and ST males both have a relative fitness of 1, while the fitness of the other three 

262 genotypes (SR/ST, SR/SR, and SR) are potentially less than 1 , where ‘fitness’ describes a 

263 genotype’s ability to survive to adulthood and produce offspring relative to the other 

264 genotypes. In each generation, we first implement selection by multiplying each genotype 

265 frequency by its relative fitness and renormalizing the genotype frequencies to sum to 1. 

266 Next, we determine the frequencies of each possible mating type among single-mated 

267 females, by taking the product of each possible combination of male and female genotypes 

268 multiplied by (1 – p); that is, we assume that mating occurs at random (with respect 

269 to SR genotype) among the individuals that survive and successfully breed. We 

270 similarly found the frequencies of each mating type for twice-mated females by 

271 multiplying the genotype frequencies of the female, her first mate, and her second 

272 mate, and multiplying by p. With the frequencies of each mating type defined, we can 

273 calculate the expected offspring genotype frequencies for the whole population: the 

274 offspring genotype frequencies replace the parental ones, bringing us back to the start of 

275 the life cycle. For doubly-mated females that mated with one SR male and one ST male, 

276 we assumed that the SR male potentially sired a percentage C of the offspring where C ≤ 

277 50%. In nature, C is approximately 21% (i.e. the average of P1 and P2 in Price et al. 2008a; 

278 Giraldo-Perez et al. 2016), and we used this value when fitting the model to our fitness 
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279 data. Offspring sired by an SR male inherited the SR allele with probability k; k is 

280 approximately 0.96 in nature (Beckenbach 1996). We also compared our data with 

281 polyandry and SR frequency estimates from Price et al. (2014), who measured these two 

282 variables in seven populations in a North-South cline across North America. We found 

283 the equilibrium frequency of SR numerically by iterating the model until SR fixed, went 

284 extinct, or until 10,000 generations had elapsed, since the analytical solution to the model 

285 would be unwieldy. The simulation was written in R, and the code used to run it can be 

286 viewed at https://lukeholman.github.io/cost_of_SR_Dpseudo/. 

287

288 Result

289 Effect of SR on offspring productionn

290 To test whether the genetic background affects fitness and/or the fitness costs of carrying 

291 SR, we first compared the fit of three models. The full model contained the genotype × 

292 isoline interaction and both main effects, the second model lacked the 2-way interaction, 

293 and the third model additionally lacked the main effect of isoline (all three models 

294 additionally contained female age as a covariate and block as a random effect, total sample 

295 size N=440, Table S1). The simplest model had by far the highest posterior model 

296 probability (>99%);, this meansning that there waswe found no evidence that females 

297 from different isolines vary in fitness more than expected by chance, or that the costs of 

298 SR vary between the four genetic backgrounds examined. Figure S1 presents the same 

299 information as Figure 1, split by isoline, illustrating this null result. Tables S21 and S32 

300 summarise the posterior parameter estimates for the top model and the full model 

301 respectively. Figure S1 and Table S3 highlight a trend for the Slo B3 isoline to be more 

302 sensitive to the costs of carrying SR than the others, but since the genotype ×x isoline 

303 effect did not improve model fit, this result is provisional.

304 Females carrying two driving X chromosomes (genotype: SR/SR) had substantially lower 

305 expected fecundityoffspring production, and were more likely to fail to produce any 

306 offspring, relative to the other genotypes (Figure 1; Table 1). Specifically, SR/SR females 

307 produced an estimated 38 fewer progeny than ST/ST females, meaning that their 

308 productivity was only 41% as high as the ST/ST genotype (p < 0.0001; Table S1). The 

309 fitness of SR/SR females was also only 45% as high as the fitness of heterozygotes 

310 (SR/ST), illustrating that the fitness costs imposed by SR are at least partly recessive (p < 
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311 0.0001). There was no statistically significant difference in offspring number between the 

312 ST/ST and SR/ST genotypes (p = 0.11). 

313 Much of the reduction in progeny number of SR/SR females was due to their significantly 

314 greater rate of reproductive failure. 23% of SR/SR females failed to produce any offspring 

315 (33/142), compared to 13.7% of SR/ST females (20/146) and 3.3% of ST/ST females 

316 (5/152) (Figure 1C). These three failure rates were all statistically significantly different 

317 from one another (Table S21), indicating that inheriting a single copy of SR is sufficient 

318 to increase the rate of reproductive failure, while inheriting two copies increases the failure 

319 rate further still. However, SR/SR females produced significantly fewer offspring than the 

320 other genotypes even within the subset of females that did produce offspring (p < 0.0001; 

321 Figure 1B). Interestingly, there was a significant difference in the rate of reproductive 

322 failure, but not in the number of progeny produced when fertile, between the SR/ST and 

323 SRST/SR ST genotypes (Figure 1; Table S1)2). 

324

325 Fitting body size as a covariate (n=338 females; Table S4) had no qualitative effect on the 

326 results: as before, we found that SR/SR females had lower offspring production and failed 

327 to reproduce more often, while SR/ST females had more frequent reproductive failure, but 

328 were equally productive if they did reproduce (Table S4). As expected, there was a 

329 positive relationship between body size and productivity (p = 0.025).

330

331 Effect of SR on female body size

332 Body size (as measured by wing vein length) differed between genotypes (Figure 2A). 

333 Surprisingly, the ST/ST females were smallest (1.53 ± 0.009mm, N=110), followed by 

334 SR/SR (1.57 ± 0.008mm, N=113), and then SR/ST (1.63 ± 0.005, N=115); all pairwise 

335 differences were statistically significant (mixed model containing genotype, isoline, and 

336 block: p < 0.0001). These body size differences were large in magnitude: relative to ST/ST 

337 females, females carrying a single SR chromosome had wings that were 1.10 standard 

338 deviations longer (SE = 0.11), while females carrying two SR chromosomes had wings 

339 that were 0.46 standard deviations longer (SE = 0.11). There were also differences in body 

340 size between the isolines (p < 0.0001).

341

342 Effect of maternal genotype on sex ratio of offspring that reached adulthood
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343 Among the subset of offspring that survived to adulthood, there was a significant excess 

344 of daughters for all three female genotypes, and this excess was especially strong when 

345 the mother carried at least one copy of SR (Figure 2B). To test for effects of isoline and 

346 genotype, we compared the fit of three models: genotype only, genotype and isoline, and 

347 genotype, isoline, and their 2-way interaction. The model containing genotype and 

348 isoline without their interaction was the best-fitting of the three (posterior probability > 

349 99%), indicating that although the isolines differed, the effect of ST on the sex ratio did 

350 not differ significantly between isolines (see Figure S3). ST/ST females produced fewer 

351 daughters than either of the SR genotypes (posterior difference in % daughters compared 

352 to SR/SR: 7.7%, 95% CIs: 5.9-9.5%, p < 0.0001; versus SR/ST: 6.11%, 95% CIs: 4.7-

353 7.5%, p < 0.0001), and there was also weak evidence that for a more female-biased sex 

354 ratio for SR/SR females compared to SR/ST (1.6%, 95% CIs: -0.25 to 3.5, p = 0.046).

355

356 Population genetic model

357 The model reaffirmed earlier findings (e.g. Bruck 1957; Holman et al. 2015) that recessive 

358 fitness costs of SR to females can maintain a balanced polymorphism of SR and ST 

359 chromosomes (Figure 23). The reason for this result is that recessive fitness costs impose 

360 negative frequency-dependent selection on SR. When SR is rare, it is rarely found in 

361 homozygotes, and thus SR carriers rarely experience the full fitness cost, but when SR is 

362 common, so too are SR homozygotes. Furthermore, we found that SR is predicted to reach 

363 a lower equilibrium frequency in populations in which most females mate multiply, 

364 particularly when SR males perform poorly in sperm competition (Figure 23). 

365

366 Next, we parameterized the model with female relative fitness values that equal the 

367 relative fecundities offspring production estimated here (i.e. ST/ST = 1, SR/ST = 0.92, 

368 SR/SR = 0.41; Table 1). We also incorporated estimates of the frequency of polyandry (p) 

369 in 7 North American populations of D. pseudoobscura, and the sperm competitiveness of 

370 SR males under lab conditions, and calculated the expected equilibrium allele frequency 

371 of the SR allele for three values of the only remaining unmeasured parameter in the model 

372 (i.e. the fitness of SR males; Figure 3). The allele frequencies predicted by the model were 

373 a fairly close match to the real-world observed allele frequencies, suggesting that the 

374 model captures most of the salient biological variables, and that our offspring production 

375 fecundity estimates are a reasonable approximation of the genotypic fitnesses in the wild. 
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376 The model also implies that the relative survival and mating success of SR males is in the 

377 range 90-100% as for ST males, since the SR allele was predicted to be unrealistically rare 

378 when we assumed that SR males have a relative fitness lower than this. This mirrors 

379 estimates made by Beckenbach (1996).

380

381 Assuming that the three possible female genotypes have relative a fitness equal to the 

382 relative progeny production values observed in our experiment (Table 1), in combination 

383 with estimates of meiotic drive strength and SR male sperm competitiveness from earlier 

384 research (see Methods), we find that SR is expected to reach an equilibrium frequency of 

385 0% to almost 30%, for a range of natural polyandry frequencies (red points in Figure 3). 

386 Figure 3 assumes that SR and ST males are equally likely to survive and mate; relaxing 

387 this assumption by adding male-specific costs of SR reduces the expected frequencies of 

388 SR considerably (Figure 4). The population frequencies of SR that best matched the real-

389 world data when the fitness of SR males was assumed to be 90-100% as much as an ST 

390 male, though the match to the data was not especially strong, suggesting that this simple 

391 model is missing one or more predictors of SR evolutionary dynamics. 

392

393 Discussion

394

395 Here we show that female D. pseudoobscura homozygous for SR produce fewer than half 

396 as many offspring as heterozygous SR/ST or standard ST/ST females. This reduction in 

397 fitness was similarly large across all four isoline backgrounds. We also found that the 

398 number of driving X chromosomes a female carried predicted whether she would fail to 

399 produce any offspring following a single mating. This finding is unlikely to be affected 

400 by sperm limitation. While we did not quantify the possible impact of differential sperm 

401 allocation by (ST) males to females with respect to the number of SR chromosomes they 

402 carry, female fertility is not limited by the number of sperm received even when mating 

403 to an SR male that transfer half as many sperm as an ST males (Price et al. 2008a). Twenty 

404 three percent of SR/SR and 14% of SR/ST females failed to produce offspring following 

405 an apparently normal copulation, compared to a 3% failure rate in ST/ST females. 

406 Additionally, we found that females carrying one or two copies of SR were substantially 

407 larger than the ST/ST females, with SR/ST females being the largest genotype. However, 

408 this difference in body size did not predict differences in the number of offspring produced 

409 between genotypes, indicating that this difference is due to carrying SR. 
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410

411 We also found there was a significant difference in the sex-ratio of emerging adults 

412 between females, with SR/SR and SR/ST females producing significantly more female-

413 biased offspring that survived to adulthood compared to ST/ST females. This suggests 

414 that male larvae carrying an SR chromosome were suffering increased mortality 

415 compared to ST male larvae. However, differential mortality of SR male offspring is 

416 unlikely to be the main driver of the reduced offspring production by SR/SR females, as 

417 the change in sex ratio was too small to explain the 45% fecundity difference between 

418 SR/SR and SR/ST females. Moreover, SR/ST females showed the same female biased 

419 sex-ratio as SR/SR females (60% vs 61%), but produced similar numbers of offspring as 

420 ST/ST females.  The absence of a substantial difference in the sex-ratio of surviving 

421 offspring of SR/ST and SR/SR females suggest that viability differences of SR/Y sons 

422 cannot solely explain the reduced offspring production observed in SR/SR females, but 

423 indicate they have either overall reduced offspring viability and/or reduced fecundity. As 

424 we only measured total offspring production and not egg production, hatching success 

425 and viability of individual females, we cannot infer the main cause of the reduced 

426 productivity of SR/SR females. 

427

428 The results from previous studies of fecundity fitness costs to D. pseudoobscura females 

429 carrying SR are inconsistent. Wallace (1948) evaluated the lifetime fecundity of groups of 

430 five females, and found that SR/ST heterozygote females laid more eggs than homozygous 

431 females, and that SR/SR and ST/ST females laid similar numbers of eggs at 25ºC, but that 

432 SR/SR females were disadvantaged at 16.5ºC. However, Wallace pooled the fecundity of 

433 several females making his estimate less reliable. Wallace (1948) also looked at hatching 

434 success of eggs finding no difference between females, but showed there was strong 

435 viability selection against SR homozygous females. Curtsinger and Feldman (1980) set up 

436 cages of SR/ST and ST/ST, or SR/SR and SR/ST at randomised genotype proportions. They 

437 assayed the resulting eggs, then estimated the frequency of parental genotypes, to 

438 calculate eggs laid by each genotype. Similar to Wallace’s results, they also argue that 

439 SR/ST females were more fecund than both SR/SR and ST/ST females, with SR/SR females 

440 being most disadvantaged. However, these experiments were likely at high density, and 

441 present only total offspring numbers summed across all vials, not means and deviations, 

442 making them hard to interpret. Both Wallace (1948, but see Edwards 1961) and 

443 Beckenbach (1983) reported that homozygous SR/SR females had substantially reduced 
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444 fecundity compared to heterozygous SR/ST females and non-carrying ST/ST females, 

445 although the reliability of Beckenbach’s (1983) result is questionable due to small sample 

446 size. Contrary to our results, Wallace (1948) also found that SR/ST females had 

447 substantially higher fecundity than homozygous ST/ST females. A subsequent study by 

448 Curtsinger and Feldman (1980) found little evidence of fecundity costs to SR/SR females, 

449 which had similar fecundity to ST/ST females, and found that SR/ST homozygotes had the 

450 highest fecundity (in agreement with Wallace 1948). Nonetheless, Curtsinger and 

451 Feldman (1980) also found that SR/SR females had lower viability than heterozygote 

452 SR/ST females. In contrast, Beckenbach (1996) found no difference in egg production 

453 between females of the three genotypes in one population, and only a minor reduction in 

454 egg production in SR/SR females in a second population, but concluded that this difference 

455 was insufficient to prevent SR from fixing. While we did not quantify potential differences 

456 in fecundity, fertility or offspring viability of females, and hence do not know which 

457 variable is responsible for the observed large reduction in offspring production of SR/SR 

458 females in the current study,  this finding mirrors the reduced viability reported for 

459 homozygous SR females in all the previous studies (Wallance 1948; Curtsinger and 

460 Feldman 1980: Beckenback 1983). One potential criticism of all of these studies is that 

461 they utilised laboratory-adapted populations, whose genetic make-up might differ from 

462 that of wild flies in a manner that alters the fitness effects of SR. The larval density also 

463 differs in these studies, with a cost to heterozygous females being greatest at higher 

464 densities (Wallace 1948; Beckenbach 1983; Wallace 1948), whereas in the current study 

465 we aimed to minimize the effect of larval crowing by rearing the offspring of individual 

466 females under surplus food. It is also not clear how many ST X chromosomes were used 

467 in these studies. Hence the differences in their results might be due to chance sampling of 

468 particularly high or low fecundity ST X chromosomes.  In the current study we quantify 

469 the impact of expressing one or two copies of SR across four different genetic backgrounds 

470 and therefore take into consideration potential variation in fitness of the ST X 

471 chromosomes it is compared against.

472

473 Our earlier modelling work (Holman et al. 2015) found that polyandry alone was 

474 insufficient to maintain stable polymorphisms of driving and non-driving X 

475 chromosomes, as previously hypothesized (Haig and Bergstrom 1995; Price and Wedell 

476 2008). However, Holman et al.’s model reaffirmed that high fitness costs to drive 

477 homozygotes can prevent the driver from fixing, and showed that such costs affect the 
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478 equilibrium frequency of SR, in combination with polyandry and the relative success of 

479 SR males facing sperm competition. Using a similar, simpler model parameterized with 

480 the relative fitness values implied by the present study, we found that real-world 

481 frequencies of SR closely match those predicted by our model. For example, in the 

482 Southern-most population of D. pseudoobscura sampled by Price et al. (2014), around 

483 half of females mate multiply and SR has a frequency of 25%, while in the northern 

484 population 90% of females were polyandrous and the SR frequency was approximately 

485 0%. Using our data on female fitness, SR male sperm competitiveness, and the relevant 

486 polyandry frequencies, we were able to reproduce the naturally-observed SR frequencies. 

487 At present, we believe that the best-supported explanation for the North-South cline in SR 

488 frequency runs as follows. Firstly, SR is prevented from fixing (in spite of its ability to 

489 distort segregation in males) by strong fitness costs to SR/SR females, which reduce the 

490 relative fitness of the SR allele whenever it becomes too common. Secondly, variation in 

491 the environment along the North-South cline causes females to display different levels of 

492 polyandry, reducing the relative fitness of the SR allele (and thus, its equilibrium 

493 frequency) in areas where females are more likely to mate multiply. 

494

495 Interestingly, costs associated with being homozygous for meiotic drive have been 

496 observed in other species. The mouse t-haplotype has high costs in homozygotes, 

497 including complete lethality or sterility depending on the variant (Klein et al 1984; Ardlie 

498 1998), and also reduces the sperm competitive ability of male heterozygote carriers 

499 (Manser et al. 2011; Sutter and Lindholm 2015). In the stalk-eye fly Teleopsis dalmanni, 

500 sex ratio drive is also associated with a reduction in egg-to-adult viability of 21-24% 

501 linked to the SR X chromosome in both sexes (Finnegan et al 2019). Driving X 

502 chromosomes in Drosophila recens also impose costs in homozygotes (Dyer et al. 2007), 

503 and it seems likely fitness costs will also be found in other systems once they are studied 

504 in more detail. One possible reason for this pattern is that drivers with no costs in 

505 homozygotes are more likely to go to fixation, and thus never be detected. Another reason 

506 is that many drivers reside in a non-recombining region of the genome (Jaenike 2001). 

507 Thus, drivers may tend to accumulate multiple deleterious mutations, resulting in 

508 homozygous costs (Jaenike 2001). However, despite the costs to homozygotes observed 

509 in these systems, predictions of drive frequencies in natural populations have had very 

510 little success (Lindholm et al. 2016; but see Fishman and Kelly 2015). Our combination 
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511 of costs to homozygote SR female together with a natural cline in polyandry in D. 

512 pseudoobscura is a substantial improvement on only considering homozygosity costs.

513

514 Our finding that females carrying SR were larger than ST/ST females is surprising, given 

515 that SR reduces fitness and presumably carries a number of deleterious mutations. The 

516 difference between ST/ST and SR/ST females might simply reflect hybrid vigor, since the 

517 ST/ST females tested here were largely homozygous across the X while the SR/ST females 

518 were not. However, there was also a large difference between the two homozygous 

519 genotypes, implying that the driving X might genuinely carry alleles that encode larger 

520 body size than a typical X chromosome. Meiotic drive alleles have been theoretically 

521 predicted to evolve linkage with sexually antagonistic alleles that benefit the sex in which 

522 drive occurs, i.e. males in the case of SR (Patten 2014; Rydzewski et al. 2016). Males are 

523 much smaller than females in D. pseudoobscura, implying that large body size alleles 

524 would be female-beneficial, male-detrimental, and so our results appear opposite to what 

525 one might predict, or indicate that body size may not be subject to sexually antagonistic 

526 selection in this species.

527

528 In conclusion, we verified the theoretical prediction of substantial fecundity costs to SR/SR 

529 D. pseudoobscura females in terms of reduced offspring production.   Hence negative 

530 frequency dependent selection resulting from costs to SR homozygotes is likely to be a 

531 key reason why SR does not go to fixation in natural populations. We find that a 

532 combination of these costs with a natural cline in polyandry could produce the observed 

533 cline in SR frequency across North America, but only if there are additional costs to SR, 

534 as SR is present at lower frequency in the wild than the model predicts. We still do not 

535 fully understand what generates the SR frequency cline: we do not understand what drives 

536 the observed cline in polyandry, nor what the additional costs are to SR. Given that many 

537 other natural drive systems are found at stable frequencies, or in stable clines, we predict 

538 that a combination of fitness costs to homozygotes and variation in polyandry will be key 

539 to the dynamics of drive in nature.

540
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Fitness trait Comparison Difference in means Relative difference p

Mean offspring production STST → SRST -5.53 (6.23; -18.0 to 6.5) 0.92 (0.09; 0.7 to 1.1) 0.1842

STST → SRSR -38.37 (5.91; -50.5 to -

27.6)

0.41 (0.05; 0.3 to 0.5) 0.0000

SRST → SRSR -32.84 (5.67; -44.6 to -

22.6)

0.45 (0.05; 0.4 to 0.6) 0.0000

Mean offspring production STST → SRST 2.04 (6.12; -9.9 to 14.2) 1.03 (0.09; 0.9 to 1.2) 0.3693

(excluding infertile 

females)

STST → SRSR -32.88 (5.70; -44.5 to -

22.3)

0.51 (0.05; 0.4 to 0.6) 0.0000

SRST → SRSR -34.93 (5.81; -47.0 to -

24.6)

0.50 (0.05; 0.4 to 0.6) 0.0000

% fertile females STST → SRST 0.11 (0.04; 0.0 to 0.2) 4.42 (2.45; 1.6 to 

10.6)

0.0007

STST → SRSR 0.20 (0.05; 0.1 to 0.3) 7.17 (3.87; 2.8 to 

16.9)

0.0000

SRST → SRSR 0.09 (0.05; 0.0 to 0.2) 1.69 (0.46; 1.0 to 2.8) 0.0278

725

726 Table 1: Pairwise comparisons of genotypes for the three measures of female fitness 

727 shown in Figure 1. The ‘Difference in means’ column shows the posterior estimate of the 

728 difference between the genotype means, in the original units (i.e. offspring number, or 

729 percentage points). A negative difference indicates that the genotype with more copies 

730 of SR has lower female fitness, the parentheses show the error and 95% quantiles of the 

731 posterior difference in means. The ‘Relative difference’ column expresses each difference 

732 in relative terms; e.g. the first row shows that the mean number of offspring produced 

733 by SR/ST females was 92% as much as the number produced by ST/ST females, with 95% 

734 confidence limits of 70-110%. Finally, p is the posterior probability that the true difference 

735 in means is zero or of the opposite sign to the estimate shown here (similar to a 

736 conventional p-value). 

737

738
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739 Figure 1: The black points and error bars show the posterior estimates of the genotype 

740 means for A) offspring production (N=440), B) offspring production among the set of 

741 females that produced at least one offspring, (N=382) and C) the percentage of females 

742 that produced offspring. The estimates are all derived from a single hurdle model which 

743 adjusts for variation due to female age and experimental block, and each estimate is the 

744 average across the four isolines (see Figure S1 for estimates split by isoline). The points 

745 show the raw values of offspring production for individual females, and are coloured 

746 purple for females that produced no offspring. The error bars show the 95% credible 

747 intervals on each estimate.

748

749 Figure 2: A) Distribution of wing lengths for each genotype, showing the individual 

750 values (left) or the frequency distribution (right), and B) Distribution of proportion 

751 daughters in offspring for each genotype. .

752

753 Figure 3: Predicted equilibrium frequency of the SR allele, calculated from the population 

754 genetic model. The model shows that SR is predicted to reach a lower equilibrium 

755 frequency when a high proportion of females mate multiply (x-axis), and when SR males 

756 are inferior sperm competitors to ST males (y-axis). These two predictors interact, because 

757 sperm competition becomes more selectively important as polyandry becomes more 

758 common. The seven red points illustrate the range of female mating frequencies observed 

759 across seven North American populations, and their position on the y-axis is based on 

760 Price et al. 2014. The figure further assumes that SR males pass on the SR chromosome to 

761 96% of their offspring (Beckenbach 1996), and that ST and SR males have equal survival 

762 and mating success.

763

764 Figure 4: Comparison of the SR frequencies predicted by the model with the frequencies 

765 observed in the wild across seven North American populations. Each point represents one 

766 of the populations plotted in Figure 3, and the colour of the point indicates the frequency 

767 of female multiple mating in that population. More polyandrous populations contain a 

768 lower frequency of SR chromosomes, both in nature and in the model predictions, and the 

769 predictions are most accurate when we assume that SR males have similar or equal 

770 survival and mating success (i.e. abbreviated in the Figure as ‘fitness’) to ST males (middle 

771 and right panel). The dashed line shows y=x, such that plots in which the points are closer 

772 to the line indicate a better match between the predicted and observed allele frequencies.
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